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It was proved by Chartrand f hat if G is a graph of order p for which the minimum degree is 
at least [&I, then the edge-connectivity of G equals the minimum degree of G. It is shown here 
that one may allow vertices of degree less than $p and still obtain the same conclusion, provided 
the degrees are essentially “balanced”; that is, for each vertex with degree less th;i; $p there is 
an associated vertex with degree sufficiently greater than $p. 
The following the0re.m 5~1s proved by Chartrand [l] in connection with a 
problem concerning cornlqu 4cation networks. 
Theorem 1.1 (Chartrand)_ Let G be a graph with order p, minimum degree 6(G), 
and edge-connectivity K~$). If 6(G) 3 [‘p], then K~(G) = S(G). 
We will show here that in order to obtain the conclusion of Theorem 1.1, one 
need not require that each vertex havde degree at least [&I], but only that the 
degrees be essentially “balanced”, i.e., for each vertex whose degree is below $, 
there is an associated vertex whose degree is sufficiently greater than $I To be 
precise, we will prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. I,ei G be a graph with order p, minimum degree 6(G), and 
edge-connectivity K~( G). If the vertex set V(G) of 6; can be partitioned into $1 
pairs Of vertices Vi, V [ (i = 1,2, . . . , [$p]) (and, if p is odd, one CL unpaired” oertex ti ) 
such that 
deg Vi t- deg z.): 2 p (i = I, 2, . . . , [ip]), CO 
then K~(G) = S(G). 
We note that Theorem 1.2 implies ChartraMs Theorem only -,~hen r) is zven. 
The “natural” generalization of Theorem 1.1, which would ~rnpt\~ it fm- 311 p 
would be Theorem 1.2 with ineqirhlity (1) rcjjlacd by 
31 
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pla the added restriction that dcg u 5 [$pI when p is odd. This represent:; no 
change from Theorem 1.2 when p is even, but is a substantial weakening of the 
hmathesis for odd p, In fact, the natural generalization of ‘Theorem 1.1 is false 
when p is udd as ctne may see from the ,graph in Fig. 1. In that figure, the graph 
Fig. 1. All pairs (u, v’) have degree sum p - B . 
G has o&r 1 I arld contains five pairs of vertices with degree sum 10 and one 
unpaired vertex with dc;g:ee 6. It is possible, nevertheless, to relax inequality (1) 
siightly. We will discuss the sharpness of Theorem 1.2 in detail in Section 3. 
We remark also that one can not obtain the result K&G)= S(G) simply by 
specifying a lowe?: bol?nd of the form d(G) * 6(~ - 3.) (0 c Q < 1) for the average 
degree d(G) of zhe vertices ol’ G. To see this, let G = & IJ .l&, plus one edge 
joining any vetiex of K3 to any vertex of KP+ Then &Gj := p - 7 + 20/p, which is 
asymptotic to p - 1, but K~(G) c S(G). Thus some restriction, such as (ij, on the 
distribution of the degrees of the vertices in G seems necess,lry. 
The problem of generalizing Char&and’s theorem has been considered also by 
Lesniak [2], who proved the followirg 
‘l’hersrem 1.3 (Lesniak). If G is a gmph oj wder p 3 2 such that deg u + deg u > 
p - .t *for all pairs u, v of mmadjwent v,erticeP of G, then K~(G) = a(G). 
Suppose that Theorem 1.2 is la!‘se* let G be a graph satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 1.2, but for which CC,K?~ <6(G). (It is afwavc true, of course, that 
KJG) d NC;).) Moreover, amon,: a11 Tuch graphs of c!rder p. .ea G be one with the 
maximum number of edges. 
We will call ;P partition of V(G I as described in ths: statement of Theorem 1.2 
a.n “admissible pairing”, and denote it by g(G). IF the two vertices v, w of G are 
paired we wili ‘J&i: (u, hu) E ar(G i 
If p is odd and G has an admissible pairing, then G has an admissible pairing iu 
~~~~hicli t e unpaired vertex u is a vertex of minimum degree in G. We will assume, 
:nceforth, t?la:, when p is odd the unpaired vm-i~:x u satisfies deg u -I^‘ S(G). 
I ct 5 kc an eLh$ CLlt-C;l:t c,F t’: ‘:f jtaitiing K,(G) edges, so that IS/ < 803). Let A 
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and B be the two components of G-S, where we assume 
Thus a + p = p, and every edge of S joins A and B. 
Now if A contains a pair of vertices u”, v” which are not adjacent in G, add the 
edge v’v” to G to obtain the graph G*. Then 1 V(G*)l = p. and G* clearly has an 
admissible pairing. Moreover, S separ; ates G* , and 1 S\ < S(G) s S( G*). Thus 
Theorem 1.2 fails for G”, but G’ has one more edge thm G, lcontrtidicting the 
maximum choice of IE(G)I. It follows that A = Ka,( the complete graph on 01 
vertices. 
In the same way it follows that B = #p_ 
Next we will show that A contains at least two vertices which are ROI adjaco 3: 
in G to any vertex of $. For suppose that every vertex in V(A) is adjacer!t in G 
to a vertex of B. Then I V(A)1 = a < ISI s S(G) - 1 and so as in rl], thlz edge w t 
E(A) of A satisfies 
IE(A ,I = ;( c deg u - 1st) 
L VE.A 
~~(a6IG)-6(G)+l)>~cy(a -l)=[E(A)I, 
since A = K,. So there is a vertex v E V(A:, such that c is r,ot adjacent to a:ly 
vertex of B. Hence a! = deg a, t 1 > 6(G) -t 1. But then since the number of vc:rtices 
in A which are adjacent to a vertex of B is at most ISI, artd since IS\ s 6(G) - 1, it 
follows that A contains at least two vertices v, U’ not adjacent to vertices of 17. 
Since A = K, and B = J$ with Q! < 0 the two vertices u, u’ found rtbovc, ‘3rlIst 
have minimum degree in G. That is, 
S(G)=ar-1. 0) 
(We note that if S(G) 3 ep], then 6(G) 2 cy, so eq. (3) does not hold, anld \v/e 
obtain Theorem 1.1.) 
Next we will show that 
PI =a -2. 4, 
We know ISI -- K,(G):s_8(G)- 1 =a--2. suppose ISI< ar-?. Let I,, L;’ hc t lk’c) 
vertices in A riot adjscent to any vertex in ,3. Add to C; an edge P joinir?g - i(j 
any vertex 1:1 8. L et G* = Gu(e). Then IV[G*)/=p. ii G*jydt’g 1*=8(Ci), inch 
G* clearly has an admissibk pairing. MoreolJm, ,C* = S [I ie) >zpara:el G* iigci- ii 
$lQY-22, 
IS*] = IS] -t I < cy - 1 = 6( 6) = 6( G*) 
using (3). 
maximum 
0, the 
pairing n(G) implies 
and &is ccmtradiction wiU prove the theorem. 
Su~~se, 6rst that p is even. Then V(A) consists of y pairs of vertices IJ, 21’ for 
which {o, ZJ~E v(G), and h “singk” vertices v for which {v, w} E r(Gj with 
w E V(B). 33~ set t’(B) then has exactly A singe vertices, and the remaining 
@ - A vetices in V(B) UC made up of r* pairs w, w’, where {*w, W’}E q(G). 
Since a s f3, we have y s y*. ?rom the y* pairs in V(B), choose any y pairs. 
Let & c4zsist of these T p~%s of vertices plus t,le h single vertices in V(B). Then 
l-FBI = (x4 Let GB be the remaining p -a vertices in V(B). 
‘We have now, for the CJ! pairs of vertices in V(A) U F’, 
c degAv+ c deg, w=cu(a-l)+ar(&-l)==~p-2a. 
ueV(A) WE&j 
However, by the pairing hypothesis, 
(6) 
Thej*efore the edges in S must contribute at least ap - (ap -2cu) = 2cu to the sum OB 
the degrees of tk Ed >lertices of G, and so S must contain at least a edges. 
Suqpixe then that p is odd. Since the unpaired vertex ti in a(G) has degree 
s(6; = Iy- 1, u must be in V(A). Let F’A = V(A - u). Then F’* consists of y pairs 
of vsrt ices IJ, v’ such that {ZJ, v’} E W(G), and h single vertices v for which 
(v, w} E g(G) with w E V(B). h this case 2y + A = a! - 1. Once again V(B) 
cQrrtairts exactly A single vertices and y* pairs, where no’; y s y* - 1. As before. 
let FB consist of these A single vertices in V(B) plu any y pairs in V(B). Then 
~&~-;FA~=a-l. 
i% the a - 1 pairs of vertises in F’ CB FB we have 
c degAv+ .l degBw=(cu-1)2++-l)(~-1) 
veF, WZFB 
= (a - l)p--2(ar - 1). 
Bu! by the pairing hypothesis, 
c deg,v+ L deg,\rb>(a-1)p. 
tiEF,b w Ele;s 
(9) 
??‘-c, iire edges of S mmt contslbutc at least 2(ar - 1) to the sum of the degrees of 
i he vertices of G. It follows that S must have at least (x - 1 edges. 
In any case then, we have /P;: *cy - 1, which contradicts (4). That proves 
? heorem 1.2. 
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In case p is even, one may still obtain a contra&&n to (9) if one weplaces the 
cup in inequality (‘7) by CWQ - 3. The edges of J must then contribute at least 2a -- 11 
to the degree sum of all vertices in G, and this requir 2s at least LY - I edges in S, 
which is sufficient to contradict (4). Thus, if p is even, rr( G) may include (a) up to 
three pairs of vertices with degree sum p -- 1, or (b) a pair with degree sum in -- 2 
and (possibly) a pair ylith degree sum p - 1, or (ci a ,,air ;kth degree: sum i - 3. 
All other vertex pairs 5 W(G) still must hdve degree sum at kast p. The 
relaxations of inequality (1) listed in (a), (b) a nd (~9 above are best p~~ssilsle for p 
even, in the sense that if W(G) includes one mor,e vertex pair o’ degree sum p - 1 
in any of these cas,es, or if V(G) contains two vertex pairs of d:gree si!m p - 2, or 
if n(G) contains a vertex pair with degree sum p -- 4, then K,(G) may 3e lest than 
6(G). This is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
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, $&en,p is o&i, w&may repbe (n -- 1)~ in (9) by (CII - 1)~ - 1, and stil1 obtain a _ / 
con&ad&ion to (43,, Unce again the edges of S must contribute at least 2cx - 3 ‘-3 
the sum of the degrees of all the v~,rtices of G, so S must contain at least cy - 1 
edges. Thus, in the absence qf.any restriction on the degree sf the unpai xd vertex u, 
‘K(G) nqay contain at m&t one pair of verties trvtih &grw sum p - 1, with the 
other pairs in ~(6) each havinig degree sum at lea& p, This lisl best possible in the 
sense that if v(G) contains two pairs each of which has degree sum p - 1, or one 
pair with degree sum p -2, thin atI IIXI~ be less than S(G) (see Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. (i) Two pairs (u, 03 in W(G) with degree sum p - 1; (ii) one pair with degree sum y -2. 
Although we omit any detailed discussion at this time, it is not difficult to show 
that if a suitable lower bound is placed on the degree of the unpaired vertex U, 
then the restrictions in (1.) may be weakened correspondingly. 
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